University of Arkansas Libraries  
Discovery Implementation Steering Committee meeting 4/26/2016

Present: Mary Gilbertson, Dylan Hurd, Beth Juhl, Kathleen Lehman, Joel Thornton  
Joined for the Customizing 360 Link webinar: Cody Hackett, Lisa Lindsey, Judy Robison

- Beth demonstrated 360 Link and highlighted the customization steps that had been taken. Group discussed further changes and options.
- Mary had sketched out the due dates for the ILS Phase task (but will revisit in light of not having to wait until the May 10th webinar). She has two more questions to answer in the Catalog Workbook.
- Joel reviewed the target dates of the to-do list. He will email Kalli with a post for the Tuesday Times about voting on a new name for Summon.
- Beth reported that Judy R. has been working on the database descriptions for the database recommender.
- Sharai Perkes presented the webinar on Customizing 360 Link. Kathleen will post link to recording and the PDFs in Basecamp.

Completed Tasks:
360 Link Implementation
- Custom Link Text
- Branding

ILS Phase
- Discuss extract contents and procedures with Metadata specialists

Configuration Phase
- Data Optimization Worksheet - Update Deprecated databases